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*** SOLUTION ***

The exam consists of five problems. 20 of 50 points are required to pass.
Permitted aids: Pocket calculator without any programs, scripts or files stored,

formula collection without any notes.

• Write your personal identifier on each page.

• Each solution must be written on separate sheets.

• Your solutions must clearly reveal your method of solution.

• Problems are not sorted in order of difficulty.
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1. Consider the simplified circuit model of a loudspeaker with two speaker elements
in Fig. 1. The loudspeaker is fed with the audio input signal x(t) Volt, which
is split between two speaker elements, A and B, represented by resistances RA

and RB Ohms, respectively. The crossover network distributing the input signal
consists of a C Farad capacitor in series with speaker element A and an L Henry
inductor in series with speaker element B.

Figure 1: Circuit diagram of a loudspeaker crossover network.

(a) Find the two frequency functions HA(f) and HB(f) relating the two speaker
element voltages yA(t) and yB(t) to the input signal voltage x(t). (4 p)

Solution: Let the input be a complex sinusoid x(t) = e−jω0t with angular
frequency ω0 rad/sec. We can treat both frequency functions separately and
both are voltage dividers with x(t) divided across an impedance 1

jω0C
and

the resistance RA as

yA(t) =
RA

RA + 1
jω0C

x(t) =
jω0

1
CRA

+ jω0

x(t)

and x(t) divided across an impedance jω0L and the resistance RB as

yB(t) =
RB

RB + jω0L
x(t) =

RB

L
RB

L
+ jω0

x(t).

The two frequency functions are (identified above)

HA(f) =
jω

1
CRA

+ jω
and HB(f) =

RB

L
RB

L
+ jω

.

(b) Determine the two impulse responses hA(t) and hB(t) corresponding to the
two frequency functions from (a). (4 p)

Solution: Let’s start with HA(f) where we do not find any direct transform
pair in the formula collection. We can, however, use the equality

HA(f) = 1−
1

CRA

1
CRA

+ jω
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where we recognize both terms as listed in the formula collection and get

hA(t) = δ(t)− 1

CRA

e
− t

CRA u(t).

The second frequency function, HB(f), can be found directly in the formula
collection and

hB(t) =
RB

L
e−

RB
L

tu(t).

(c) Use what you know about frequency functions to explain which of the two
speaker elements A and B, respectively, will receive the high and low fre-
quency parts of the audio signal x(t). (2 p)

Solution: Looking at the magnitude of HA(f) and HB(f) we see that

• at low frequencies: |HA(f)| ≈ 0 and |HB(f)| ≈ 1

• at high frequencies: |HA(f)| ≈ 1 and |HB(f)| ≈ 0

which implies that speaker B will get all low-frequency parts and speaker A
the high frequency parts of the audio signal x(t).

2. High quality music is often characterized having a bandwidth of 20 kHz and is
often recorded with 16 bits/sample.

(a) What is the lowest bitrate when recording the music accurately, motivate
your answer. (2 p)

Solution: With 20 kHz bandwidth, we need a sampling rate of 40 kHz to
be able to perfectly reconstruct the original signal from the samples. This
means that we need 16 · 40 · 103 = 640 kbit/second (per audio channel).

(b) What is the maximum achievable SNR if we consider quantization noise
only. (2 p)

Solution: The relationship between SNR and number of bits b used to
represent each sample is given by the “6dB rule”

SNRdB = 6b− 7.3 dB.

With our b = 16 bits per sample, we get

SNRdB = 6 · 16− 7.3 = 88.7 dB.

(c) What happens to the SNR if the amplitude of the input signal is decreased
by a factor 100 compared to above (ideal SNR), everything else being equal.

(2 p)

Solution: Since SNR is the ratio between signal and (quantization) noise
powers

SNR =
P

N
= [in dB] = PdB −NdB dB

a reduction of the signal power gives the same reduction in SNR – the
(quantization) noise is the same. With 100 times lower amplitude, the power
reduction of the signal is equivalent to 20 log10 100 = 40 dB. This means that
our ideal SNR of 88.7 dB is reduced to 48.7 dB.
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(d) What is the bit rate if the bit stream is encoded with aR = 2/3 convolutional
coder? (2 p)

Solution: A rate 2/3 encoder expands the number of bits by a factor 3/2,
mening that our 640 kbit/sec (per audio channel) is increased to 960 kbit/sec
(per audio channel).

(e) Discuss two possible strategies for reducing the bit rate, without affecting
the quality too much. (2 p)

Solution: There are many possible answers to this question. A couple of
ways to reduce bit rate can be (as indicated by the textbook in Chapter
3.3):

• Very few people are capable of hearing frequencies all the way up to 20
kHz. Limiting the highest frequency to, e.g., 18 kHz will reduce the bit
rate by 10% – and few will be able to hear the difference. In normal
FM radio transmissions the audio bandwidth is limited to about 15 kHz,
which we know to be a quite good quality.

• An almost 90 dB SNR (as calculated in (b) with 16 bit quantization)
is beyond what humans can appreciate in a normal listening situation.
Even in the recording situation noise from the ventilation system and
traffic outside the recording hall will typically contribute with more
noise than the 16 bit quantization. From a listener’s perspective, it will
therefore be very difficult to hear the difference if we reduce the number
of bits in our quantization from 16 bits/sample to, e.g., 14 bits/sample.
This will reduce the bit rate by another 12%.

With all of our digital phones and other electronic equipment we have gotten
used to compressed audio formats, like MP3, where more advanced methods
are used to reduce the bit rate without significant loss in quality – if encoded
correctly. We have not discussed these in detail in the course, but there are
clearly methods capable of reducing the required bit rate quite considerably.

3. A discrete source with alphabet {u1, u2, u3, u4, u5, u6} and corresponding prob-
abilities (in the same order) {1/2, 1/4, 1/16, 1/16, 1/16, 1/16} is binary encoded
(source coding) in six different ways:

Code 1 Code 2 Code 3 Code 4 Code 5 Code 6
u1 0 1 0 111 1 0
u2 10 011 10 110 01 01
u3 110 010 110 101 0011 011
u4 1110 001 1110 100 0010 0111
u5 1011 000 11110 011 0001 01111
u6 1101 110 111110 010 0000 011111

Answer the following questions:

(a) Which of the variable-length codes in the table are prefix free? (2 p)

Solution: In Code 1 the code word for u2 is a prefix of the one for u5 (and
the one for u3 a prefix of the one for u6), in Code 2 the code word for u1 is
a prefix of the one for u6, and in Code 6 the code word for u1 is a prefix of
all other code words. The other codes (3-5) are prefix free.
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(b) Considering that you want to save data from this source for later use (you
must be able to decode it uniquely), which of the codes would you use to
achieve the least storage space? Motivate your answer! (5 p)

Solution: To fulfill the decoding requirement we need to choose one of
Code 3 – Code 6. The prefix-free codes (3-5) are guaranteed to be uniquely
decodeable and a brief study of codes 1 and 2 show that there are ambiguous
encodings in both these codes (for exampe: sequences u5u1 and u2u3 are
both encoded as 10110 by Code 1 and sequences u6u1u1 and u1u1u2 are both
encoded as 11011 by Code 2). Despite not being prefix-free, an inspection of
Code 6 makes us confident that it is uniquely decodeable and can be used.
Calculating average codeword lengths for these four uniquely decodeable
source codes we get:

Code 3: W̄3 = 2−1 · 1 + 2−2 · 2 + 2−4 · 3 + 2−4 · 4 + 2−4 · 5 + 2−4 · 6 = 2.125

Code 4: W̄4 = 2−1 · 3 + 2−2 · 3 + 2−4 · 3 + 2−4 · 3 + 2−4 · 3 + 2−4 · 3 = 3

Code 5: W̄5 = 2−1 · 1 + 2−2 · 2 + 2−4 · 4 + 2−4 · 4 + 2−4 · 4 + 2−4 · 4 = 2

Code 6: W̄6 = 2−1 · 1 + 2−2 · 2 + 2−4 · 3 + 2−4 · 4 + 2−4 · 5 + 2−4 · 6 = 2.125

Of these codes, Code 5 gives the lowest average code-word length and the
least storage space.

(c) Is there a source code better than the ones in the table when it comes to
reducing storage space? If so, design such a code. If not, motivate why such
a code does not exist. (2 p)

Solution: One way of knowing the answer to this is to note that the best
we can do is to design a Huffman code. Designing such a code we obtain the
same code-word lengths as Code 5 (but possibly not exactly the same code
words), which means that there is no other variable-length code which gives
a smaller storage space. Another way is to calculate the entropy of the
source, which becomes H(U) = −1

2
log2

1
2
− 1

4
log2

1
4
− 4 · 1

16
log2

1
16

= 2 bit.
Comparing this to the average code-word length for Code 5, which from (b)
is W̄5 = 2 bit, we see that there is no room for improvement. Code 5 is
already giving an averge code-word length equal to the entropy. (Answering
the question this way also indirectly gives the answer to the next question.)

(d) Can we reduce the storage space for this particular source by coding the
source alphabet in pairs, i.e. coding (u1, u1), (u1, u2), . . . , (u6, u6). Give a
simple motivation of your answer. (1 p)

Solution: Since Code 5 is already producing average code-word lengths
equal to the entropy of the source (as calculated in the second solution of
(c) above), there is no room for improvement and therefore we cannot gain
anything by coding the source symbols in pairs.

4. Consider the rate R = 1/2 convolutional encoder

+ +

+

(a) How would the information sequence u = 1 0 1 1 0 0 be encoded? Compute
the corresponding code word. (3 p)
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Solution: A great tool for solving all three questions are the trellis repre-
sentation of the code. For this particular code, a single trellis stage looks
like:

Encoding six input bits (including two terminating zeros), we need a six
stage trellis, where un-reachable states and transitions have been removed:

Starting in the zero-state and following the input sequence through the trellis
(0 - upper, 1 - lower) gives the output/code word 11 10 00 01 01 11 .

(b) Use the Viterbi algorithm to decode the received sequence
r = 10 10 00 01 00 01, show how you get your answer. (5 p)

Solution: Using the same trellis (assuming that the encoded sequence had
two zeros added at the end to return the encoder to the zero-state), we
decode using the Viterbi algorithm as (colliding paths with equal metrics
are randomly eliminated):
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The decoded sequence is the same as the one we encoded in (a), i.e. 1 0 1 1 0 0 .

(c) How many errors can, at least, be corrected using this code? Motivate your
answer. (2 p)

Solution: The number of errors we can correct is determined by the free
distance of the code, dfree. This distance is found as the Hamming weight of
the path/code-word deviating from the all-zero code word, with the fewest
number of ones in the code word. Searching the trellis gives:

We conclude that dfree = 5 and we can always correct⌊
dfree − 1

2

⌋
=

⌊
5− 1

2

⌋
= 2 bit errors.

If the errors are spread out, we can correct more than two bit errors (which
can be seen in (b) where the “best” path/code word was 3 bit errors from
the received sequence.).

5. As an “enemy” you have received a ciphertext C = 47, which you know is en-
crypted with an RSA public key cryptosystem where the public parameters are
n = 143 and e = 7. Use your knowledge about the design of RSA encryption
systems crack the encryption and decipher this message! (10 p)

Solution: We know that n is a product of two primes, i.e.

n = pq = 143.
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With such a small product it is fairly straight forward to realize that

143 = 11 · 13

which gives us
φ(n) = (11− 1) · (13− 1) = 120

With e = 7 we want to find

ed ≡ 1 mod φ(n)

for which we use Euclid’s algorithm: Forward

120 = 17 · 7 + 1

and, backwards
1 = −17 · 7 + 120

resulting in
d = −17 ≡ 120− 17 = 103 mod 120.

With the now known d = 103 (cracked encryption) and C = 47 we decode the
message as

P = Cd mod n

where
P = 47103 = 4764 · 4732 · 474 · 472 · 471.

To calculate this, we start with 471 and work our way upwards to 4764:

471 ≡ 47 mod 143

472 = 2209 ≡ 64 mod 143

474 ≡ 642 ≡ 92 mod 143

478 ≡ 922 ≡ 27 mod 143

4716 ≡ 272 ≡ 14 mod 143

4732 ≡ 142 ≡ 53 mod 143

4764 ≡ 532 ≡ 92 mod 143

Which gives
P = 92 · 53︸ ︷︷ ︸

≡14

· 92 · 64︸ ︷︷ ︸
≡25

· 47 ≡ 5 mod 143

and our decrypted message is 5 .


